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About This Game

The Danish government wanted to annex the duchy of Schleswig to the Danish kingdom while the Prussian government, for
internal political and strategic reasons, wanted Schleswig to finally became a part of Germany.

A key element of Denmark's war strategy was the blockade of Germany's Baltic sea ports, thereby disrupting German overseas
trade and hindering Prussian naval operations in support the Prussian army. The supreme commander of the Prussian army

insisted that the navy attempt to breach the blockade.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista
Processor: Pentium 4 / Athlon 1.1 GHz or better
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB GeForce 6600 / RADEON 9600 or better
DirectX®: DirectX 9.0C
Hard Drive:
Sound: DirectX Compatible/16-bit Sound PCI
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Shatter is an awesome Breakout-style game with an amazing soundtrack. It's fun, it has a neat push/pull mechanic, and it's dirt
cheap during Steam Sales. More of you need Shatter.. Don't buy this game cause it was clearly abandoned as no update was
made since February. The game had potential to buy a nice RPG but not in this state.. Another amazing story, in spite of being
once again buried in internet lingo. The third installment of the series doesn't disappoint, delivering the same chuckle-worthy
comedy you'd expect from Vinty and her antics, but also this time giving a soul-crushingly bittersweet tearjerker of a side story
as well.

PROS:
+ Funny jokes
+ Excelia and Vinty
+ NEW cast members of relative import
+ Nice, thematic musical elements
+ Clever use of multimedia
+ An interesting new plotline and background arc
+ A valuable life's lesson
+ A low price tag
+ A funny "jumpscare"  at the end.
+  "OHHH, VINITY!!!"

CONS:
- Internet lingo ahoy! Seriously though, I get that it's 2019, but really dude? You can lighten up a little there, bud.
-  They STILL didn't give Excelia a decent, passable excuse as to why she risked all back in melborne.
- Not as many videos as in part two. (I think. I may be wrong on this one.)
- In one scene, there's a link to a website that my browser flagged as insecure, and that I didn't recognize. It seemed simple
enough on the surface, just type up a short message and then hit submit, and it'll post the message on the board, as anonymously
or not as you want it to be. But, all the same, I'm paranoid, so I'm running a full security scan and max-detail security checks
even now.
- No choices. Again. I'm sorry to say, but I'm probably not gonna get part 4, if this keeps up. The bizzarre array of choices was
what drew me to like part 1 so much in the first place.

FINAL VERDICT:
7 out of 10, Above average.

This story did lack some things. This I cannot deny. But it's an interesting read nonetheless; I totally reccommend reading it, but
only if you've read the previous two in the series.. As soon as I started playing Bloo Kid 2 I was hooked. The little things like
camera movement, parralax backgrounds and chraracter physics make it a pleasure to play. I bought the game whimsically a
while ago betting that I'll eventually try it.

I still often find myself booting up the Sega Master System to play Sonic, Asterix, Mickey Mouse, Wonder Boy, Monster
World, Alex Kidd and this game really achieves the same experience. I would wager the devs drew from their times playing
some of these titles.

I bet that so many more people would play this if they only knew about it.

I think I have a gambling problem.. I've been following Anthony Jones for a while now. After marvelling at his swiftness, I've
always wondered how to begin with digital painting. This video provides some really handy tips regarding value, linework and
painting methods.

If you're wondering where to start with digital painting, or just need some perspective from a professional, this is a great tutorial
to pick up for such an affordable price.. Achievement unlocked:
This is not that kind of artbook.

Looking through and reading the author's notes on character designs felt like a really nice behind-the-scenes tour, and the short
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backstory manga at the end was nice.

I received this as part of the Fault bundle, and it's a very nice addition to said bundle.. DLC Simulator 2.. Nice little snake-like game
with some rpg elements like upgrading your characters with armour or attack range.
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Learn all about dominant and recessive genes by breeding adorable plants. (Who knew plants could meow or make music!) I
admit I had to start the game over quite a few times before I figured out exactly what I needed to do to win. And the game really
needs a "skip tutorial" option. Also, once you have a handle on things, it doesn't take that long to beat and grab all the
achievements. With that said, I still recommend Crazy Plant Shop. It's cute, it's fun, and it's addictive. Even with all the
achievements under my belt, I'm sure I'll still come back and play this again.. This second part of the Heileen series feature a
female protagonist Heileen who is shipwrecked on an island with two of her ship's passengers Ebele and Robert which her uncle
and aunt brought along on the trip to the New World. While on the island, Heileen will interact with Ebele and Robert, a
mysterious set of cards that feature seven different virtues and sins and reveal more on Heileen's past as well as with the
characters featured in the first part of the series and possibly with Morgan and Juliet after leaving the island. Achievements
involve reaching a different ending in the island or out of the island with a band of pirates. The game has plenty of save slots to
enable quicker replays to reach a different ending and the option to skip and fast-forward already read sections.

Soundtracks and overall game presentation are decent. Also recommended when game is at discount or in a bundle offer as all
endings can be reached and game can be completed in less than 10 hours.. Impossible to find a game because the publisher went
under and there are no dedicated servers for this stuff.. this game have bugs, i buy new alienware computer $8000 ,high graphic
card and it disappear after one week.. what theeeeee.., i buy exercise machine and it disappear too.. oh my god, its so annoying..
please fix it.. So I've played this game on all difficulties and started the tower of ascension(sp?). I gotta say I played the original
DeVine and the card game was my favorite part of it. This card game is a little different and the interface is way more friendly.
It fun to hunt down cards and try to great different combinations depending on the match up you're facing. I'd have to say this
game is unquestionably worth the money. I've wasted way more money on games with half the entertainment value. DeVine
games may have become my new favorite low res games to play. I hope we see a lot more from this developer(s).. A really
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing well done, polished asf god game. I played it originally on PSVR and now decided to download
it on steam. PC version is fun but I know what i'll be playing when i get my VIVE ;). Keep in mind, it may or may not work. On
my old PC, it ran fine, however on my newer one, I get a fatal error. Also, for some reason when I open up task manager to
close the game (after the fatal error) it's has a black screen for a solid 1-3 minutes, making my PC unresponsive.
Fun game when it works. You take the risk, or you can try modding it.. First of all I have to say that this is by far not a good
game one of the main reasons might be that it's not offering much.Others would be:it becomes way to hard very fast and
sometimes it feels laggy. The only reason I would give this a 4\/10 is that I played a lot of total garbage shoot-em-up games on
Steam and it would be unfair to give this a negative while it's just mediocre in my opinion and the price was quite fair.
Keep in mind that this is far from being a good game and there are a lot of better options out there.
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